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Abstract

Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) is characterized by a fibrotic stroma with a poor lymphocyte infiltrate, in part driven by cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAFs). CAFs, which express fibroblast activation protein (FAP), contribute to immune escape via exclusion of anti-tumor CD8+ T cells from cancer cells, upregulation of immune checkpoint ligand expression, immunosuppressive cytokine production, and polarization of tumor infiltrating inflammatory cells. FAP is a post-proline peptidase selectively expressed during tissue remodeling and repair, such as with wound healing, and in the tumor microenvironment by cancer-associated fibroblasts. We targeted FAP function using a novel small molecule inhibitor, UAMC-1110, and mice with germline knockout of FAP and concomitant knock-in of E. coli beta-galactosidase. We depleted CAFs by adoptive transfer of anti-βgal T cells into the FAP knockout animals. Established syngeneic pancreatic tumors in immune competent mice were targeted with these 3 strategies, followed by focal radiotherapy to the tumor. FAP loss was associated with improved antigen-specific tumor T cell infiltrate and enhanced collagen deposition. However, FAP targeting alone or with tumor-directed radiation did not improve survival even when combined with anti-PD1 therapy. Targeting of CAFs alone or in combination with radiation did not improve survival. We conclude that targeting FAP and CAFs in combination with radiation is capable of enhancing anti-tumor T cell infiltrate and function, but does not result in sufficient tumor clearance to extend survival.
Introduction

Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) is an aggressive malignancy with a poor prognosis characterized by a fibrotic stroma and poor immune infiltrate. PDAC is relatively radioresistant with poor drug penetrance and elevated levels of hypoxia limiting the efficacy of chemoradiotherapy[1]. Radiation therapy is a targeted cytotoxic modality; however, its efficacy can be limited in part by contributions from the tumor stroma. An additional benefit of radiation is its ability to expose tumor antigen and create a focal inflammatory response[2–4]. The efficacy of high-dose radiation is in part dependent on CD8⁺ T cells[1,5,6]. Therefore, radioresistance can be driven by components in the tumor stroma resulting in neovascularization creating hypoxic regions and alterations in the immune environment impairing CD8⁺ T cell infiltration and function.

Fibrosis driven by primarily by cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAFs) may be the link between hypoxia and impaired CD8⁺ T cell infiltration and function. Given the dependence of high-dose radiation on CD8⁺ T cells, combination radiation with immunotherapy has been attempted to enhance PDAC tumor clearance, but has had little success, in part attributed to impaired ability of immune cells to penetrate the fibrotic stoma and interact with tumor cells [1,7,8]. CAFs are key mediators of the fibrotic stroma and mouse models targeting CAFs resulted in improved drug penetrance and CD8⁺ T cell infiltration[9]. However, tumor infiltrating T cells have impaired effector function due to upregulation of immune checkpoint ligand expression on CAFs and other stromal cells[10,11]. CAFs polarize the tumor immune cells to an immunosuppressive phenotype characterized by arginase expressing M2 macrophages and regulatory T cells, as a result of CAF production of IL-6, IL-10, and TGF-β[12–14]. PDACs express high levels of CAF-related fibroblast activation protein (FAP) compared to normal pancreas[15]. FAP is a post-proline peptidase with both exopeptidase and endopeptidase activity, with many unknown substrates, though collagen is amongst its putative targets. Recent data suggests FAP contributes to a suppressive tumor microenvironment via cleavage of collagen to reveal Scavenger Receptor A-2 binding sites for tumor-associated macrophages [16]. FAP is undetectable in most normal tissues, but expressed at sites of tissue remodeling and repair including wound healing, cirrhotic liver, inflamed synovial tissue, and CAFs[17]. FAP provides a more specific marker of CAFs than αSMA and vimentin, and has been used for CAF depletion strategies. Depletion of CAFs by targeting FAP, resulted in improved antitumor immunity characterized by higher levels of IFN-γ and TNFα[18] and enhanced CD8⁺ T cell function and persistence associated with decreased desmoplastic stroma[19–21]. Additionally, in a melanoma tumor model, administration of a vaccine targeting tumor antigen and FAP resulted in tumor clearance as a result of antigen spreading[22]. These studies demonstrate that CAFs contribute to impaired CD8⁺ T cell function. In contrast to the enhanced anti-tumor effect observed in these studies, depletion of CAFs by targeting the less specific CAF marker, αSMA, resulted in enhanced tumor growth and immunosuppression via enhanced regulatory T cells [23]. Similarly, they found that patients whose PDACs expressed less αSMA, indicative of fewer CAFs, had reduced survival [23], suggesting that CAF depletion could have a deleterious effect on patient survival. Due to the contradictory results of CAF depletion, we suggest to target the suppressive functions of CAFs rather than deplete the CAFs. We believe FAP contributes to the suppressive function of CAFs. Recent data suggests that FAP+ CAFs contribute to T cell exclusion at the periphery of tumors and suppression T cell proliferation in a nitric oxide dependent manner[24]. Germline knockout of FAP resulted in increased disorganized collagen deposition in colorectal and pancreatic tumors with diminished tumor growth via indirect effects on tumor cell proliferation and decreased neovascularization[25]. Given the dependence of radiation on CD8⁺ T cells and oxygenation, we
hypothesize that FAP function mediates radiation resistance by organization of ECM components restricting T cell infiltration and suppressive polarization of the immune microenvironment via recruitment of M2 macrophages and limiting infiltrating T cells; and via neovascularization mediating hypoxia.

We hypothesize that PDAC resistance to radiation is driven by immunosuppression and hypoxia as a result of the fibrotic stroma orchestrated by CAFs. We believe that FAP function is required for deposition and organization of extracellular matrix components, including collagen, and provides a target for improving tumor oxygenation and the quantity and function of the immune infiltrate. To date, the combination of radiation and FAP inhibition has not been evaluated. Herein, we evaluate a novel selective small molecule inhibitor of FAP[26,27], germline knockout of FAP, and adoptive transfer of T cells that recognize CAFs to enhance the immune effects of high dose radiation in an immunocompetent murine model of PDAC.

Materials/Methods

Animals and cell lines

The Panc02 murine pancreatic adenocarcinoma cell line[28], was kindly provided by Dr. Woo (Mount Sinai School of Medicine, NY). Panc02-SIY cell line was provided by R. Weischelbaum. Cells were grown in DMEM media supplemented with HEPES, non-essential amino acids, sodium pyruvate, glutamine, 10% FBS, penicillin and streptomycin. All cell lines tested negative for mycoplasma. C57BL/6 and FAPlacZ knockout mice were obtained from Jackson Laboratories (Bar Harbor, ME). MMTV-PyMT mice were backcrossed onto C57BL/6 for >10 generations and previously described[29]. Gender matching of control and treatment groups was attempted for all experiments. Tumor bearing mice were monitored a minimum of three days per week and euthanized when tumors exceeded 12 mm in any dimension, or when body condition score declined one level. Euthanasia was performed with CO2 inhalation followed by a second method, either organ harvest or cervical dislocation. Radiation was performed with intralesional anesthesia and intraperitoneal meloxicam was given for analgesia. There were no unexpected animal deaths. All animal protocols were approved by the Earle A. Chiles Research Institute IACUC (Animal Welfare Assurance No. A3913-01).

Antibodies and reagents

UAMC-1110 was generously provided by Dr. Pieter Van der Veken (University of Antwerp). Unless otherwise specified, UAMC-1110 was administered in high molecular weight PEG at a concentration of 20mg/kg by oral gavage twice per day. Fluorescently-conjugated antibodies CD3-e450, CD8-PerCP, CD4-FITC, CD4-e450, CD4-PerCP, CD25-APC, IFNγ-APC, IL-2-PE, TNFa-PE-Cy7, CD11b-PE-Cy7, Ly6G-FITC, Ly6C-PerCP-Cy5.5, Gr1-PE-Cy7, and MHCII-EF450, PDGFRβ-APC, CD31-PE, CD45-BV510, and EpCam-BV605 were purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Lafayette, CO) or BD Biosciences (San Jose, CA). CD8-PE-TxRD was purchased from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA). SIY, SIINFEKL, and β-galactosidase peptides were obtained from Integrated DNA Technologies (Coralville, Iowa). β-galactosidase (βgal) for the ICPMYARV peptide and SIINFEKL peptide tetramers were obtained from the NIH Tetramer core facility (Atlanta, GA). Antibodies to CD31 (Thermo Fisher Scientific), αSMA (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO), PDGFRα (Thermo Fisher Scientific), Vimentin (Cell Signaling Technology, MA), Ki67 (Abcam), Cleaved Caspase 3 (Cell Signaling Technology) were used for immunofluorescent staining and hypoxyprobe Omni Kit (Burlington, MA) was used for hypoxia staining. Anti-PD1 antibody clone RPM1-14 (BioXcell, West Lebanon, NH) was used where indicated for treatment studies.
Listeria vaccination

A gene containing the sequence of the actA gene fused to the sequence coding for the desired epitopes was synthesized at Integrated DNA Technologies (Coralville, Iowa) in an IDT Blunt Vector with Kanamycin resistance. The vector was used as a source for the DNA sequence to be cloned into the pPL2e vector and conjugated into a Listeria monocytogenes strain. Immunodominant βgal Kb epitopes selected for expression were amino acids 96–103: DAPIYTNV and 497–504: ICPMYARV. Internal control for confirming vaccination was the ovalbumin SIINFEKL peptide. For in vivo use, LM vaccines were washed and resuspended in PBS for injection. A dose of $5 \times 10^6$ - $1 \times 10^7$ CFU was delivered intravenously and confirmed by plating of residual inoculum.

In vitro co-cultures

CD8$^+$ T cells were purified using a cocktail of biotin conjugated, lineage marker antibodies not expressed by CD8$^+$ T cells and negatively selected using streptavidin conjugated magnetic beads on an AutoMACS systems (Miltenyi Biotech). Purified CD8$^+$ T cells ($3 \times 10^5$) were cultured alone, with plate bound anti-CD3/anti-CD28 ($5 \mu g/ml$), or $6 \times 10^4$ of either MCA-OVA cells, Panc02 tumor cells, C57BL/6 mouse fibroblasts, or fibroblasts pretreated with TGFβ (1 ng/ml) for 8 hours. Following 18 hours of culture, cells were supplemented with Brefeldin A to stop golgi export of cytokines for 5 hours. Cells were harvested for intracellular FACS analysis and percent viable tumor cells or fibroblasts compared to non co-culture groups alone. A portion of the purified CD8$^+$ T cells was reserved for FACS staining and confirmation of purity which was routinely greater than 95% viable CD8$^+$ T cells.

In Vivo radiotherapy models

$2 \times 10^5$ Panc02 and $5 \times 10^6$ Panc02-SIY cells were injected in 100 μL of PBS or serum free DMEM subcutaneously in the right flank of immunocompetent C57BL/6 mice. PyMT-MMTV tumors were harvested from d100 animals on a C57BL/6 background, digested into a single cell suspension, pooled, and frozen. PyMT-MMTV cells were injected into the mammary fat pad of immunocompetent C57BL/6 or FAP KO mice. For radiation treatment, mice were anesthetized by isoflurane inhalation on the stage of a Small Animal Radiation Research Platform (SARRP, XStrahl, GA), and CT imaged. Dosimetry was performed using SLICER software with SARRP-specific add-ons (XStrahl) and treatment calculated to an isocenter in the tumor target. A single beam at 45 degrees using a 5x5 mm collimator was utilized to deliver 10 Gy x 3 (Panc02, Panc02-SIY) or 10 Gy x 1 (PyMT-MMTV) beginning on day 14.

Flow cytometry

For analysis of tumor infiltrating immune cells, the tumor was digested in 10 mL of PBS with 1 mg/mL collagenase (Thermo Fisher Scientific), 100 μg/mL hyaluronidase (Sigma-Aldrich), and 50 kU/mL DNase I (Sigma-Aldrich) for up to 1hr at room temperature. Single cell suspensions were filtered through 100μm nylon mesh and stained with antibodies specific for surface antigens, then washed and fixed using a T regulatory cell staining kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and intracellularly stained for FoxP3 as previously described [30]. Spleens and lymph nodes were crushed, filtered and stained as above. The proportion of each infiltrating cell type was analyzed on a BD LSRII.
**Immunohistochemistry**

Tumors were fixed in Z7 zinc based fixative[31] overnight. Tissue was then processed for paraffin tissue sections. Tissue was dehydrated through graded alcohol to xylene, incubated in molten paraffin using a Tissue-Tek automated tissue processor (Sakura, Torrance, CA), and then embedded in paraffin. 5 μm sections were cut and mounted for analysis. Trichrome stain was performed according to manufacturer’s protocol (Cardinal Health, Dublin, OH). Primary antibody binding was visualized with Alexa Fluor 488 (Thermo Fisher Scientific), Opal 520, or Opal 620 secondary antibodies (Perkin Elmer, Boston, MA) following either ImmPRESS HRP anti-rabbit or anti-rat polymer incubation (Vector laboratories). Sections were stained with DAPI (Perkin Elmer) for nuclear staining and mounted with FluoromountG (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Images were acquired using: Vectra imaging software (Perkin Elmer); a Leica SCN400 whole slide scanner or a SCN400F fluorescence whole slide scanner. All images displayed in the manuscript are representative of the entire tumor and their respective experimental cohort. NIH image J software was used to separate into their single marker components, to set threshold to minimize back ground noise, and to quantify the positive pixel area in each image. Minimum of 4 tumors per cohort were utilized for analysis.

**Expression analysis**

Publically available RNASeq data from TCGA using cBioportal was queried for FAP expression in all tumor types. Publically available microarray data from GEO Accession #GSE15471 was queried for differential expression of FAP in pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma compared to patient matched normal pancreatic tissue expression.

**Statistics**

Data were analyzed and graphed using Prism (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA). Individual data sets were compared using Student’s T-test and analysis across multiple groups was performed using ANOVA with individual groups assessed using Tukey’s comparison. Tumor growth curves were compared using linear regression curve fitting and performing pairwise comparison of slope. Kaplan and Meier survival curves were compared using a log-rank test.

**Results**

**FAP inhibition alters tumor microenvironment**

To determine the most clinically appropriate tumor type in which to study the CAF marker, fibroblast activation protein (FAP), we queried The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) database for FAP expression in all available tumor types. We found that the median expression of FAP was highest in pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (Fig 1A). We subsequently queried the relative expression compared to normal pancreas tissue using a publically available GEO Accession dataset obtained from whole tissue microarray expression from 36 paired PDACs and normal pancreas tissue. We found the FAP mean signal intensity in PDAC was 772 versus 174 in normal pancreas (p<0.0001, Fig 1B). Therefore, we proceeded to evaluate the role of FAP in murine models of PDAC treated with radiation to model this unique human tumor biology.

We injected immunocompetent C57BL/6 mice with 2x10^5 Panc02 syngeneic pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma tumor cells on day 0. Mice were treated with vehicle control or a novel small molecule inhibitor of FAP (UAMC-1110)[26,27] beginning on day 7 and administered to day 13 and tumors were harvested on day 14. Mice that received UAMC-1110 had fewer tumor infiltrating macrophages compared to control treated animals (Fig 1Civ), but no differences were observed in other infiltrating immune cells (Fig 1C and 1D). Recently published
data suggests that FAP-mediated cleavage of collagen can be a substrate for binding of tumor associated macrophages scavenger receptor-A [16]. Our results are consistent with this finding, in that FAP inhibition was associated with fewer tumor-infiltrating macrophages. We evaluated the effect of FAP inhibition on CAF numbers and found that blockade of FAP function did not alter the number of CAFs in the tumor by IHC or FACS (S1 Fig). We have previously...
demonstrated that macrophages can limit radiation responses in PDAC[32], therefore we hypothesized that FAP inhibition would improve radiation responses. To test this hypothesis, we treated Panc02 tumor bearing mice with UAMC-1110 on days 7–21 and randomized them to receive sham vs 10 Gy x 3 tumor targeting radiation on days 14, 15, and 16, using the Small Animal Radiation Research Platform (SARRP) to minimize dose to surrounding structures. We found that addition of UAMC-1110 to radiation resulted in a mild tumor growth delay at day 23 (Fig 2A–2C) and a more marked growth delay at day 48 (Fig 2Biv and 2D). However, despite growth delays, tumors continued to progress resulting in euthanasia due to tumor size, without a significant improvement in overall survival (Median Survival 52d vs 58d, p = 0.09, Fig 2wAii). These data suggest that short-term FAP inhibition combined with tumor-directed radiation was sufficient to delay tumor growth, but extended survival might require more prolonged or complete inhibition of FAP function.

To determine how FAP inhibition combined with radiation resulted in tumor growth delay, we interrogated the tumor microenvironment at time points where we observed differences in tumor growth. The animals were treated as described above, and tumors were harvested on day 23, two days following completion of UAMC-1110 therapy and one week following last dose of radiation, and day 43. Tumors from mice treated with both UAMC-1110 and radiation demonstrated differences in tumor immune infiltrate and collagen deposition (Fig 3). Radiation increased tumor infiltrating CD11b$^+$ cells, predominately within the Gr1$^{INT}$ Ly6C$^{HI}$ Ly6G$^{-}$ population, also known as immature monocytes or myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSCs) (Fig 3Aiii). While we observed a decrease in tumor infiltrating macrophages during administration of UAMC-1110 (Fig 1C iv), we found withdrawal of UAMC-1110 led to a rebound in macrophage infiltrate (Fig 3Aiv). We also observed an increase in tumor infiltrating CD3$^+$ T cells in mice receiving radiation (Fig 3B), consistent with literature[5,33]. UAMC-1110 significantly increased tumor infiltrating CD8$^+$ T cells, including effector sub-populations (Fig 3Bii and data not shown), while combination UAMC-1110 and radiation increased CD4$^+$ T cells, including regulatory T cells (Fig 3Biii-iv). Despite increased CD8$^+$ T cell infiltrate, there were still only approximately 3 CD8$^+$ T cells per 100 CD11b$^+$ cells in day 23 tumors (data not shown). To evaluate whether desmoplastic stroma might be physically excluding tumor immune cell infiltrate, we analyzed tumor collagen deposition by trichrome staining (Fig 3C). Radiation increased tumor collagen, as did UAMC-1110 to a lesser degree, and the combination of UAMC-1110 and radiation increased collagen further above that seen with radiation alone (Fig 3Ciii-iv). This is consistent with previous data demonstrating FAP loss is associated with increased, but disorganized collagen deposition[25]. Evaluation of the tumor immune infiltrate at day 43, during the second tumor growth delay, did not result in any significant difference in tumor immune infiltrate or collagen deposition (data not shown). We further evaluated tumor cell proliferation and apoptosis at days 23 and 43 and found no difference with the addition of UAMC-1110, however there was a significant increase in both proliferation and apoptosis between UAMC-1110 and radiation treated tumors at day 43 compared to day 23 (S1F, S1G, S1I and S1J Fig). These data suggest that short duration of FAP inhibition was insufficient to prolong survival, possibly due to withdrawal of drug resulting in rebound macrophage infiltration into the tumor and functional recovery of collagen cleavage by FAP leading to matrix re-organization and tumor contraction in size, but a rebound in tumor cell proliferation and no improvement in immune mediated tumor clearance. Therefore, we hypothesized that prolonged FAP inhibition combined with radiation would be more effective. We evaluated the effect of radiation in mice with germline knockout of FAP and knock-in of E. coli βgal driven by the FAP promoter[34].
Fig 2. Tumor growth delay with FAP inhibitor. Panc02 tumor bearing mice treated with vehicle control (Control) or FAP inhibitor (UAMC-1110) days 7–21, randomized to receive 10 Gy x 3 tumor directed radiation (RT) days 14–16. a) i) Mean tumor area and ii) survival curves. b) Individual tumor growth curves. c) Day 23 tumor measurements. d) Day 48 tumor measurements. n = 6–8 female mice/group, representative experiment. NS = not significant, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211117.g002
FAP knockout mice demonstrate alterations in immune responses

In order to test a model with complete and permanent loss of FAP, we injected WT C57BL/6 mice (WT) and FAP knockout (FAP KO) animals in a C57BL/6 background with Panc02 PDAC cells which express the model tumor antigen SIY(25–34) (Panc02-SIY), to allow tracking of antigen-specific immunity, on day 0. Mice were randomized to sham versus 10 Gy x 3 tumor directed radiation on days 14–16. Mice were then euthanized on day 23 and tumors and spleens were harvested. FAP KO animals demonstrated fewer tumor macrophages (Fig 4ivA). In addition, tumors from FAP KO animals demonstrated more CD3+ T cells at baseline, but did not exhibit a further increase following radiation (Fig 4Bi). While WT animals had fewer CD3+ T cells at rest, they demonstrated an increase following RT to levels equivalent to FAP KO animals (Fig 4Bi). Radiation specifically increased the proportion of tumor infiltrating CD4+ T cells, including regulatory T cells in WT mice (Fig 4Bii-iv), with a reciprocal decrease in the proportion of tumor infiltrating CD8+ T cells, including effector subtypes (Fig 4Bii and data not shown). To evaluate antigen-specific T cell responses, we evaluated intracellular cytokine responses to ex-vivo stimulation with SIY peptide from splenic lymphocytes derived from tumor bearing mice. We found that SIY-stimulated splenocytes from FAP KO animals demonstrated enhanced TNFα and IL-2 production compared to WT animals (Fig 4C). Radiation enhanced IL-2 and polyfunctional splenocyte responses in WT animals, but not in FAP KO animals (Fig 4C). These data suggest that loss of FAP or radiation treatment alone are capable of enhancing anti-tumor T cell function, but not in an additive or synergistic fashion. Next, we evaluated whether tumor cytokines were different between WT and FAP KO tumors, and whether radiation influenced tumor cytokines (S2 Fig). Tumors from FAP KO animals had less FGF, while no differences were observed in TNFα, IFN-γ, or VEGF (S2 Fig). IL-2 and MIP-1α were increased in FAP KO animals following radiation compared to WT mice receiving radiation (S2 Fig). These data demonstrate that tumors in FAP KO mice exhibit a distinct immune profile in their tumor resulting in improved antigen-specific responses systemically.

To evaluate whether the alterations in tumor immune infiltrate, namely decreased macrophages and increased CD3+ T cells, with enhanced cytokine production upon antigen stimulation, translate into improved tumor growth and survival, we treated mice as described above (Fig 4). We observed no difference in tumor growth or survival in FAP KO compared to WT mice (Median survival 47d vs 42d, Fig 5Ai-ii). We also observed that radiation improved survival in WT mice (median survival 59d, p<0.0001, Fig 5Aii), and FAP KO mice (median survival 64d, p = 0.03, Fig 5Aii), but as with FAP inhibitor (Fig 2A ii), no additional benefit to radiation in FAP KO mice over WT mice. To evaluate whether vascular alterations or the increased disorganized collagen observed in tumors from FAP KO animals contributed to increased hypoxia limiting radiation response, we examined tumor vascularity using CD31 and hypoxia using hypoxyprobe injected into tumor bearing WT and FAP KO animals 14 days after Panc02-SIY tumor challenge, prior to radiation. We observed no differences in hypoxic area or tumor vascularity in FAP KO animals compared to WT controls (S1A–S1D Fig). To determine whether this was tumor model specific, we evaluated orthotopic mammary tumors derived from single cell suspensions of the spontaneously derived mouse mammary
tumor virus-polyoma middle T antigen (MMTV-PyMT) transgenic mouse. Tumor digests were implanted (5x10^5 cells/injection) into the mammary fat pads of WT and FAP KO mice given that FAP expression is elevated in human breast cancer (Fig 1A). There was no difference in tumor growth or response to radiation in this mammary carcinoma model (S3 Fig).

An alternate explanation for the limited radiation response in the FAP KO animals despite improved T cell numbers, was non-functional CD8^+ T cell responses. We and others have reported that tumor growth delay in response to high-dose radiation, is dependent, in part, on CD8^+ T cells[1]. To evaluate whether immune checkpoint activation through the PD1 pathway contributed to limiting radiation response, we tested combination anti-PD1 antibody with radiation in WT and FAP KO animals. Panc02-SIY tumor bearing animals were treated with anti-PD1 antibody on day 14, 21, and 28, while 10 Gy x 3 radiation was delivered on days 14,
15, and 16 as above. Of note, PDL1 expression on Panc02 parental and Panc02-SIY tumor cell lines in vitro was minimal at baseline, but significantly increased 24h following radiation or stimulation with IFN-γ (S4 Fig), and was universally high by 72h (data not shown). We observed improved survival with radiation compared to no treatment (NT) (median survival WT with NT 46d, WT with radiation treatment (RT) 64d, FAP KO with NT 56d, FAP KO with RT 74.5d, Fig 5B), and single agent anti-PD1 failed to provide a survival benefit over NT (median survival WT with anti-PD1 51d, FAP KO with anti-PD1 63 d, Fig 5B). Addition of anti-PD1 to RT did not improve survival in either WT C57BL/6 or FAP KO animals (median survival WT 75.5d, FAP KO 74d, Fig 5B). Further, no improvement in survival was seen in parallel groups between WT and FAP KO animals (Fig 5B). Combined, these data suggest that radiation response in this model is not limited by immune checkpoint upregulation in FAP KO animals.

**CAF depletion in FAP KO animals has little effect on survival**

Although FAP may be useful as a marker of CAFs, inhibiting the function of FAP alone was not sufficient to prolong survival in combination with radiation. We evaluated whether knock-out of FAP altered the number of CAFs within the tumors. αSMA positive, vimentin positive, and PDGFRα positive tumor area was equivalent between FAP KO tumors and WT tumors (S1C, S1E, S1F, S1H, S1I and S1K Fig) demonstrating equivalent numbers of CAFs. As targeting the function of FAP was not sufficient to improve survival in combination with radiation, we hypothesized that targeting CAF numbers with radiation might improve outcome in PDAC. We targeted fibroblasts using adoptive transfer of antigen-specific T cells against CAFs. We utilized the E. coli βgal expression under the FAP promoter in our FAP KO animals.
to target CAFs for immune mediated depletion, since in our FAP KO mice, cells that would typically express FAP now express βgal. We generated an attenuated *Listeria monocytogenes* (LM) strain that expressed immunodominant βgal peptides 96–103: DAPIYTNV and 497–504: ICPMYARV (LM-βgal). We vaccinated WT C57BL/6 and FAP KO mice with LM-βgal, and evaluated tetramer positive CD8+ T cells in the peripheral blood 7 days later, and found 14.3% of peripheral blood from WT mice and 0.6% from FAP KO mice exhibited an anti-βgal response (p<0.0001, Fig 6A) demonstrating that the FAP KO mice express βgal, as engineered in the fibroblasts, and are tolerant to the βgal antigens. Following boost with LM-βgal on day 14, we evaluated tetramer positive splenocytes and intracellular cytokine production to peptide stimulation. We observed 20% of CD8+ T cells produced IFN-γ in response to peptide stimulation with ICPMYARV in WT C57BL/6 animals, while only 0.8% IFN-γ+ CD8+ T cells were observed in the FAP KO animals (p<0.0001, Fig 6B). These data demonstrate the appropriate vaccine response to LM, but tolerance to βgal in the FAP KO mice. To evaluate our hypothesis that immune-mediated clearance of PDAC after radiation would be enhanced following CAF depletion, we adoptively transferred 1x10^6 CD8+ T cells from either WT or FAP KO LM-βgal vaccinated animals, with approximately 10–15% of cells testing for βgal reactivity, into tumor-bearing WT or FAP KO animals on day 4, and tumors were harvested on day 14 and evaluated for CAF depletion. We observed less CAFs in FAP KO animals receiving anti-βgal T cells from WT animals compared to CD8 T cells transferred from vaccinated FAP KO animals (p<0.01, Fig 6C), which corresponded with increased dead CAFs (p<0.001, Fig 6C). This was consistent with changes in CAFs visualized by IHC for Vimentin, PDGFRα, and cleaved caspase 3 (Fig 6D). No difference was observed in proliferation by Ki67 IHC (data not shown). To demonstrate specific T cell activity, we performed in vitro co-culture of splenocytes 7 days after NT or LM-βgal vaccination of WT animals with MCA-OVA as an internal control as our LM-βgal vaccine contains a SIINFEKL peptide, Panc02 tumor cells, FAP KO primary dermal fibroblasts, and FAP KO primary dermal fibroblasts treated with TGFβ to induce activation of β-galactosidase. We observed increased cell death where T cells derived from LM-βgal vaccinated animals were co-cultured with MCA-OVA and activated FAP KO primary dermal fibroblasts (Fig 6E). Animals were vaccinated and CD8 T cells were adoptively transferred into tumor bearing animals as above, followed by radiation on days 14–16. We observed tumor growth delay in the FAP KO animals compared to WT animals receiving anti-βgal T cells (Fig 6Fi, open vs closed circle); however, this did not translate to improved survival (Fig 6G, open vs closed circle, p = 0.12), unless combined with radiation (Fig 6G, open vs closed square, median survival 53 vs 84 days, p<0.01). There was a non-significant trend towards delayed tumor growth in FAP KO mice receiving anti-βgal T cells compared to tolerized T cells from vaccinated FAP KO animals (Fig 6Fi-ii, closed circle vs closed triangle, p = 0.09), which also failed to demonstrate a survival difference (Fig 6G, closed circle vs closed triangle, median survival 42.5 days vs 48.5 days). No difference was observed between FAP KO tumor bearing animals who received radiation when comparing transferred T cells (Fig 6F and 6G, closed square vs closed diamond). However, a significant tumor growth delay was observed in FAP KO tumor bearing animals compared to WT BL/6 tumor bearing animals who received tolerized T cells from vaccinated FAP KO animals (Fig 6Fii, open triangle vs closed triangle, p<0.05), which translated into a survival advantage (Fig 6G, open triangle vs closed triangle, p<0.05). This advantage was not seen with the addition of radiation (Fig 6Fii–6G, open diamond vs closed diamond). Based on these data, we observed tumor growth delay in FAP KO tumor bearing animals compared to WT tumor bearing animals receiving the same T cells suggesting that the FAP KO backgrounds conferred a tumor growth advantage when T cells were transferred into the animals. This may be due to increased infiltration of T cells into the FAP KO tumors leading to a pro-inflammatory cytokine cascade. When comparing FAP KO tumor bearing
Fig 6. CAF depletion does not enhance radiation efficacy. a) Tetramer positive CD8+ T cells in the peripheral blood 7 days after WT or FAP KO mice were vaccinated with an attenuated Listeria monocytogenes strain expressing immunodominant βgal peptides 96–103: DAPIYTNV and 497–504: ICPMYARV (LM-βgal) and control OVA peptide SIINFEKL. n = 5 mixed gender mice/group. b) Intracellular IFN-γ+ CD8+ T cells from splenocytes derived from mice vaccinated with LM-βgal, boost with LM-βgal day 14, and stimulated ex-vivo with peptide: vehicle (DMSO), SL8 (SIINFEKL), or βgal (ICPMYARV). n = 5 mixed gender mice/group. c) Adoptive transfer of 1x10⁶ CD8+ T cells from WT or FAP KO LM-βgal vaccinated animals into tumor bearing FAP KO animals on day 4, tumors harvested day 14 and analyzed by flow cytometry for CD45-EpCAM-CD31-PDGFRα- cells. n = 6 mixed gender mice/group. d) Quantiﬁed immunofluorescence for Vimentin-positive area (left), PDGFRα-positive area (middle), and cleaved caspase-3 positive area (right) per DAPI-positive area. e) Co-culture of tumor cells or primary dermal fibroblasts treated with vehicle or activated with TGFβ, together with splenocytes derived from WT mice 7 days following vaccine with control (NT) or LM-βgal. n = 3 mixed gender mice/group. MCA-OVA = ovalbumin expressing MCA tumor cells. f-g) Adoptive transfer of 1x10⁶ CD8+ T cells from WT (i) or FAP KO (ii) LM-βgal vaccinated animals into tumor bearing animals on day 4, 10 Gy x 3 tumor directed RT on days 14–16. Tumor growth in f) and survival in g). n = 6–8 mixed gender mice/group (female transfer into male mice allowed, but no male T cell transfer into female mice). The first genotype listed in the legend in part (g) refers to the tumor-bearing animal. The genotype of transferred T cells is provided after the colon and is significant, *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211117.g006

animals who received anti-βgal T cells to those who received tolerized FAP KO T cells (closed circle vs closed triangle and closed square vs closed diamond), there was no tumor growth delay or survival benefit. These data demonstrate that T cell targeting of CAFs in combination with radiation was not superior to radiation alone suggesting further suppressive factors limit tumor clearance.

**Discussion**

Hallmarks of immune suppression in PDAC include suppressive immune infiltrate, scant cytotoxic T cell infiltrate, and a dense desmoplastic stroma. The inhibitory immune cells include M2 macrophages, MDSCs, and certain B cell populations which contribute immunosuppressive cytokines limiting the efficacy of antitumor immune responses by the few infiltrating CD8+ T cells. The desmoplastic stroma promotes angiogenesis, distorts normal architecture into a dense fibrotic matrix limiting immune infiltrate and leading to pro-tumor polarization of immune cells, as well as tumor cell invasion (reviewed in[35]). Key contributors to the deposition and development of the desmoplatic stroma are pancreatic stellate cells, or CAFs[36], and B cells[37].

There have been several attempts to improve response to conventional cytotoxic therapy by targeting the tumor microenvironment, which have been disappointing in pancreatic adenocarcinoma. The initial clinical trials combining cytotoxic therapy with checkpoint blockade or vaccine therapy have demonstrated minimal efficacy (reviewed in[35]). Attempts to target critical suppressive pathway of TGFβ in combination with radiation demonstrated a modest survival benefit, but did not result in substantial cures[1]. However, targeting of two suppressive pathways in combination with cytotoxic radiation led to impressive rates of survival. In combination with TGFβ inhibition and radiotherapy our group blocked macrophage recognition of phosphatidyl serine on apoptotic cancer cells through genetic ablation of C-MER proto-oncogene tyrosine kinase (MerTK) which redirected immunosuppressive to inflammatory cytokine production. These observations were in due in part to enhanced TNFα and reduced IL-10 production by macrophages[32].

We found that animals treated with FAP inhibitor demonstrated decreased macrophage infiltrate and enhanced disorganized collagen deposition, but after drug cessation, a reversal of phenotype with enhanced macrophage infiltrate and resolution of collagen deposition was observed. This suggests a recovery of FAP function leading to collagen cleavage and organization associated with a transient decrease in tumor size, though not due to decrease tumor cellularity (data not shown), but rather compaction of the tissue around the ECM. To determine whether duration of FAP inhibition was responsible for lack of survival benefit with radiation, we utilized mice harboring germline FAP knockout. Therapies which limit the desmoplastic
stromal reaction by targeting BTK (B cells and myeloid cells) have been shown to improve cytotoxic T cell function, but did not render a significant survival advantage\[37\],\[38\], analogous to our current results from blocking FAP function.

FAP expression by CAFs has provided a potential therapeutic target in other studies. Prior publications have demonstrated that tumors grown in FAP KO mice demonstrate delayed tumor growth, but enhanced disorganized collagen deposition and p21 signaling via extracellular signal–regulated kinase (ERK) and focal adhesion kinase (FAK)\[25\]. Previous attempts to target CAFs by less specific αSMA knockout resulted in enhanced tumor growth delay due to increased CD8+ T cell function and persistence associated with decreased desmoplastic stroma\[19–21\]. Of note, CAR T cells targeting FAP resulted in variable tumor growth delay in different tumor models, but survival data was not reported\[19\]. Though we demonstrate enhanced antigen-specific T cell function with FAP inhibition and knockout, this was insufficient to improve survival in combination with radiation and/or anti-PD1 antibody. We have observed no survival benefit or toxicity when CAFs were targeted with adoptive transfer of anti-βgal T cells in our FAPlacZ mice. This is consistent with recent data implicating FAP+ CAFs in T cell exclusion, via TGFβ signaling, and suppression of T cell proliferation \[24,40\]. Others have demonstrated that targeting a key mediator of stromal suppression, FAK plus gemcitabine or dual checkpoint blockade (anti-CTLA4/ anti-PD1) resulted in a modest survival improvement. However, cures were only achieved when triple therapy was utilized with FAK inhibition, anti-PD1, and gemcitabine\[41\]. This is in contrast to our data demonstrating targeting FAP was ineffective in combination with anti-PD1 and radiation, which may be due, in part, to FAK inhibition repolarizing tumor cytokines not seen with FAP inhibition\[41\]. Together, these data suggest that limiting the fibrotic stroma, enhancing T cell infiltrate and function, and cytotoxic therapy are insufficient without limiting inhibitory immune cell infiltrate and redirecting cytokine polarization.

Interpretation of our results must also be taken within the context of our experimental models. We utilized a poorly immunogenic, subcutaneous tumor cell line to model PDAC, Panc02, in order to target a single tumor with radiation. Genetically engineered mouse models (GEMMs) may better recapitulate the mutational landscape of human PDAC, but represent a more challenging model for targeted radiation given that they can develop anywhere within the pancreas, adjacent to nearby critical organs, and require fiducial placement via open laparotomy for radiation targeting. A recent publication using CAR T cells targeting FAP utilized both subcutaneously implanted tumors and tumors arising spontaneously in the KrasG12D; Trp53R172H;Pdx-1-Cre (KPC) GEMM \[20\]. They observed similar alterations in tumor growth, proliferation, apoptosis, stromagenesis, angiogenesis, and desmoplasia \[20\] suggesting that the location of the tumor did not dictate behavior or response to therapy. We found lack of efficacy in both subcutaneous Panc02/Panc02-SIY tumors, as well as orthotopic transplanted mammary carcinomas derived from the MMTV-PyMT GEMM. In addition, results of CAF depletion using GEMM demonstrate mixed results with one study demonstrating improved survival when CAF-depletion is combined with immune checkpoint blockade \[42\], while another demonstrates knockout of αSMA expressing cells leads to worse outcomes\[23\]. These conflicting data demonstrate that specificity of target influences tumor behavior and survival, and underscores the need to target specific functions of CAFs and perhaps avoid depletion of cell populations which may lead to unexpected outcomes. While inhibiting FAP function
demonstrated promise in prior publications [25], we found no enhanced efficacy over radiation alone.

While we are the first to examine a selective FAP inhibitor in pre-clinical models of PDAC, our results provide room for improvement. Inhibition of FAP proteolytic activity decreased macrophage infiltrate and genetic knockout of FAP enhanced T cell infiltrate and cytotoxicity. FAP inhibition performed similarly to germline loss of FAP. Further targeting of CAFs, beyond FAP function, combined with radiation did not improve survival over radiation alone suggesting further suppressive pathways are limiting responses. The future success of FAP inhibitors may depend on the endogenous susceptibility of cancer cells to T cell mediated killing.

Supporting information

S1 Fig. No difference in hypoxia, vascularity, or CAFs. Panc02-SIY tumor bearing mice in WT or FAP KO animals, tumors harvested on day 14. a) Immunofluorescent staining for hypoxyprobe (green) and DAPI nuclear stain (blue). b) Quantification of hypoxyprobe positive area relative to DAPI positive area. Panc02-SIY tumor bearing mice in WT or FAP KO animals, tumors harvested on day 14. Panc02 tumor bearing animals in control or UAMC-1110 (UAMC) treated animals alone or following radiation (RT) at day 22 and day 43. c) Immunofluorescent staining for αSMA (green), CD31 (red), and DAPI nuclear stain (blue). d) Quantification of vessel area by CD31 positive area relative to DAPI positive area. e) Quantification of CAFs by αSMA positive area relative to DAPI positive area. f) Immunofluorescent staining for vimentin (red), Ki67 (green), and DAPI nuclear stain (blue). g) Quantification of Ki67 positive area relative to DAPI positive area. h) Quantification of vimentin positive area relative to DAPI positive area. i) Immunofluorescent staining for PDGFRα (red), cleaved caspase 3 (green), and DAPI nuclear stain (blue). j) Quantification of cleaved caspase 3 positive area relative to DAPI positive area. k) Quantification of PDGFRα positive area relative to DAPI positive area. n = 4–8 mixed gender mice/group, images representative of group and experiment. NS = not significant, ****p<0.0001. (TIF)

S2 Fig. Tumor cytokines minimally altered in FAP KO animals. Panc02-SIY tumor bearing mice in WT (WT) or FAP knockout (FAP KO) animals, randomized to receive 10 Gy x 3 tumor directed radiation (RT) days 14–16. Tumors harvested on day 23, homogenized, and evaluated for cytokine levels. n = 4–6 mixed gender mice/group. *p<0.05. (TIF)

S3 Fig. Orthotopic PyMT-MMTV tumor bearing mice in WT or FAP KO animals, randomized to receive 10 Gy x 1 tumor directed RT on day 14. Mean tumor growth curve. n = 4–8 female mice/group. (TIF)

S4 Fig. PDL1 expression in Panc02 and Panc02-SIY. a) Panc02 or b) Panc02-SIY cells treated with IFNγ or 20Gy radiation and assessed for PDL1 expression by flow cytometry 24h later. (TIF)
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